Rutgers TechAdvance™ Fund

Guidelines for Reviewers

The main goal of TechAdvance is to enhance and accelerate the commercialization of technologies developed at Rutgers, by providing funds to advance early-stage development of promising technologies. The purpose of this document is to assist TechAdvance Reviewers to complete the evaluation of projects being considered for funding.

- We encourage you to look at the document TechAdvance - The Evaluation and Funding Process (see Applicant Resources) to get a broader understanding of how the Fund operates.

- Note that all applicants have, at minimum, a provisional patent filing for their technology in order to be eligible to apply for a TechAdvance grant.

- In order to get the highest quality of feedback from Reviewers, we attempt to assign projects to Reviewers based on their areas of experience and expertise. If you receive are assigned to evaluate a project that you are not comfortable reviewing, please let us know as soon as possible.

- When reviewing each project please keep in mind that significant university resources may be allocated based on your input. Therefore, we hope that you will be diligent and judicious in making your recommendations. In particular, we ask that you provide us with critical feedback on the statement of work and budgets proposed for each application.

- The Reviewer Evaluation Form (see Reviewer Resources page) provides the framework for the evaluation, and we ask that you offer meaningful comments related to each numerical score.

- In evaluating the proposed work to be performed and the corresponding budget, we encourage you to be critical in your assessment and suggest better, cheaper, or faster ways to get the work done if appropriate.

- Please keep in mind that while we are interested in funding technologies with the potential for commercialization, these are very early stage technologies and applicants are not expected to have the level of market or customer data that might be expected at a later stage when pitching to investors.
• We ask that you complete and submit the Reviewer Evaluation Form to us within 30 days from the date we assign the application to you. If you think that you may not be able to meet this timeline, please let us know as soon as possible.

• Note that we do not intend to disclose the names of the Reviewers to applicants during the evaluation process. If you are interested in connecting with one or more of the researchers whose applications you have reviewed, we would be happy to make an introduction after the review process has been completed and the award is granted.

• We request that you do not interact, directly or indirectly, with any applicant whose submission you are reviewing until a final decision has been announced by TechAdvance regarding the funding of their application. Any contact with the applicant may result in disqualification of their application from the final funding decision. If you need any additional information or clarification relating to a submission you are reviewing, please contact the TechAdvance team directly and we will facilitate your request to get the information you need.

• We aim to have each application reviewed by 2-3 Reviewers for TechAdvance and one Reviewer per application for TechXpress. If we do not end up with a unanimous ‘Fund/Don't Fund’ recommendation, we may ask the Reviewers to discuss the application amongst themselves, either by phone or in a face-to-face meeting, and attempt to reach a consensus.

• We offer Reviewers an Honorarium of $250 per completed and submitted evaluation. Honorariums are paid after the final funding decision has been made for each application. If you are not able to accept the honorarium, please contact the TechAdvance team and let us know. Note that the typical processing time for Reviewer honorarium checks is 60 days after receipt of the Reviewer’s W9 form (W9 forms are requested from Reviewer after the Reviewer Evaluation Form has been submitted for each TechAdvance application).

Feel free to reach out to the TechAdvance Team at any time with questions or requests for information.

You can reach us via email at:

TechAdvance-Manager@ored.rutgers.edu

Thank you for your participation in the TechAdvance review process!

- The TechAdvance Team